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APERTURE (the editors view)

BULLET’IN (Newstuff)

The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines Guess what? I haven’t got any new news,
“Club” as an “Association of persons united so I’m gonna keep rambling!
by some common interest, meeting
periodically for co-operation or conviviality” I’m really trying hard not to be critical but
in order for the BRAA Newsletter to
Let’s analyze this with respect to BRAA. Yes, continue to work we need your support.
we are definitely an association of persons
united by a common interest although As I asked in the 1st Newsletter we would
sometimes this gets a little ‘muddied’ at the like to hear from all members with
fringes. Meeting periodically, again, we do something to say, some amusing anecdote
for sure. For conviviality, yep, another tick. to tell, technical points and things they
But I stumble a little over the last bit, co- have learned in the shed and on the range,
interesting articles and so on.
operation.
Back to the Dictionary. “Co-operation” is All of us, especially us ‘older folk’, have had
defined as “Working together to (the) same many of life’s experiences; some even bring
tears to our eyes at the memory. Share
end”
those with other club members. We don’t all
The “end” in the case of this Newsletter is to have to be writers, just give us an outline of
provide news, results and commentary from the story or some simple sentences and we
our shoots, information about upcoming will do the rest. We also need ideas for what
events, topics of general interest, technical you would like to see in the Newsletter. As
articles and so on.
an example is anyone interested in a
‘Classifieds’ section?
This is our 6th monthly Newsletter and to
date, two individuals have provided almost We very much appreciate those accolades
the entire content of the 6 issues.
from a few of the members but c’mon guys,
give us a hand. ........................ Sf
BRAA currently has 45 members!
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SHOT TO BITZ
The 2nd Champagne Shoot at
Nioka Range
( Text by El Presidente & Pics from
Hickory Will)
The second annual Champagne Shoot, so
named because the prizes are bottles of
Champagne, took Place at Nioka Range near
Manilla NSW on the 25th and 26th May
2013.
The match was shot over 5 distance 200yds
off hand 300yds 600yds 1000yds and a
small target at approximately 1120yds. The
shooting conditions were near perfect cold
overnight and in the morning leading to
warm sunny days. The Miegel Family once
again took wonderful care of us with
excellent meals and hospitality although
I’m not sure about the recently deceased
uncooked rabbit wrapped in Bacon strips
served to your President for breakfast on
Sunday. With all the work that the family
has done to improve the range it really has
become a premier shooting location.

10
shooters
took
part
and
were
accompanied by three partners who
assisted with spotting and scoring.
The 200 yard offhand shoot (actually
230yds) was won by Happy Hanns with a
score of 9/10 with J B Books and Kodiak
one point behind. The 300yds (actually
330yds) was tied by JB Books and Walker
with perfect scores 10/10.

At 600yds (actually 554yds) J B Books
Charlie Siringo and Happy Hans all had
scores of 8/10. At the 1000 yd distance
where the centre scored 3 and the body of
the target 1 Charlie Siringo demonstrated
his legendary long-range skill with 5
centers’ and two Body hits for a score of 17
ahead of Jim Skyrm with 12.

The 1120 yd target proved to be most
shooters downfall and whilst Chris Madsen
had two hits during the practice he couldn’t
score during the match. The winner was our
youngest shooter Luke Dignam with a score
of two ahead of Happy Hans with one.
Overall winner of the match was Charlie
Siringo with 38 ahead of Happy Hanns with
32.

ON THE LINE
There are no revisions to the calendar dates
this month so keep them in the diary.
January – CANCELLED FIRE RISK
February 22/23/24 – Cooyal (7-5-3-9)
March 30/31/01 – Federal - Canberra
April 26/27/28 – Cooyal (Quigley Match)
May 24/25/26 – Nioka -Via Manila NSW
June 21/22/23 – Cooyal (7-5-3-9)
July 26/27/28 – Cooyal (6-4-2-8)
August 23/24/25 – Cooyal (7-5-3-9)
September 27/28/29 Nioka – plus AGM
October 25/26/27 – Cooyal (6-4-2-8)
November 22/23/24 – Cooyal (7-5-3-9)
Coming up!
The next Cooyal shoot is June 21 to 23 and
will be organized and run by Andrew Tuft.
A number of us will be away this month so
please contact Andrew only to advise
attendance
and
meal
requirements.
Remember no contact – no meals! Andrew’s
contact email Andrew.tuft@ipcdirect.com.au
or those without email can phone him after
June 19 on 0415401590.
The shoot will commence about 9-30am on
Saturday 22th June and Finish at about
Lunchtime on the Sunday. It will be shot
over 700, 500 and 300 yds on Sat. and 900
yds on Sunday with a maximum 15 shots at
each distance of which the last 10 only will
score ie the first 5 are sighting shots and if
you have two hits your sighting session
ends. The practice shots are optional.

If those present agree, informal practise can
take place on the Friday afternoon but
please be sure that there are at least two
shooters on the range and that the usual
safety arrangements apply. If you have a
spotting scope please bring it and ideally
your own spotter for the match. We will
shoot two details to allow for those not
shooting to spot and score for those
shooting. Usual dress rules apply.
The cost of the match will be $50.00 to
cover two days which includes both days
range fees, target paint, and depending on
the number of attendees, prizes for the first,
second and last place.
A cooked breakfast and lunch will be
available on the range for $5 each on Sat
and Sun. Evening meals on Friday and Sat
will be taken at the Cooyal Pub or you can
‘do your own thing’ at the Bunkhouse.
Camping and bunkhouse facilities are
available on the range. The Cooyal Pub (Ph.
6373 5353) offers a range of accom. from
budget to full ensuite, but be quick.
Yarrawonga Cedar Cottages are close by
and offer very pleasant accommodation.
Check them out on their website at:
www.yarrawongacottages.com.au.
As always there are always lots of things to
do when setting up the range for the shoot
and all too often this is left to the ‘willing
few’. On this occasion some of the ‘willing
few’ are away. So if you are intending to get
to the range on Friday, please try to get
there early to assist Andrew in the set-up
and also don’t forget the tidy-up after the
shoot.
One last thing, don’t forget the woolies it can
get very cold there at night in that part of
the world.
Cooyal Match Rules are attached as a
separate document. Good shootin’.

	
  

BISON TALES
The Battle of Adobe Walls
Adobe Walls was the name of a trading post
in the Texas Panhandle, just north of the
Canadian River. In 1845, an adobe fort was
built there to house the post, but it was
blown up by the traders three years later
after repeated Indian attacks. In 1864, the
ruins were the site of one of the largest
battles ever to take place on the Great
Plains. Colonel Christopher "Kit" Carson led
300 volunteers from New Mexico against a
force of thousands of Indians; the results of
the battle were indecisive, though Carson
was acclaimed as a hero for successfully
striking a blow against the Indians and for
leading his men out of the trap with minimal
casualties.

GUNSMITH
BP Cartridge Calibres – Part 5
.50-90, .50-100, .50-110 Sharps
In 1872 Sharps introduced their 2 1/2 inch
case for .50 caliber bullets. This was in the
form of the .50-90 Sharps, soon known as
the "Big .50". The same cartridge was also
called the .50-100 and .50-110 when loaded
with lighter bullets and more powder.

The .50-90 Sharps came about when buffalo
hunters clamored for more powerful loads
with increased killing power. The .50-90
became one of the mainstay cartridges of
the buffalo runners. Its case is a rimmed,
straight taper type with a base diameter of
Ten years later, merchants from Dodge City, .565" and a neck diameter of .528". Case
Kansas, set up a large trading post about a length was 2.5" and COL was 3.2" It used
mile from the old ruins. The complex quickly .509" diameter bullets.
grew to include two stores, a corral, a
restaurant, and a blacksmith shop, all of Factory loads gave a 335 grain lead bullet a
which served the population of 200-300 MV of 1475 fps and ME of 1630 ft. lbs., or a
buffalo hunters in the area.
473 grain bullet a MV of 1350 fps and ME of
1920 ft. lbs. A 550 grain bullet could be
The remaining free-ranging Southern Plains driven to a MV of about 1275 fps and ME of
bands (Comanche, Cheyenne, Kiowa, and 1985 ft. lbs.
Arapaho) correctly perceived the post and
the buffalo hunting as a major threat to their Cases for reloading and bullet molds are still
existence. That spring, the Indians held a available as of this writing for the .50-90
sun dance. Comanche medicine man Isa-tai Sharps. Some of the Sharps Big .50 rifles
promised victory and immunity from bullets remain in use today, and Shilo Sharps Rifles
to warriors who took the fight to the enemy. of Big Timber, Montana is once again
At dawn on June 27, 1874, about seven offering new Sharps rifles in .50-90 caliber.
hundred Indians under the leadership of
Quanah Parker and Isa-tai attacked the post. Sharps put both their .40 and .50 caliber
The defenders numbered only 28 white men cartridges on a "special order only" basis
and one woman. However, Isa-tai's prophecy when they went to the .45-90 cartridge
proved to be an illusion. The hunter's series for their regular production rifles.
superior weapons enabled them to fend off However, the Sharps Big .50 remains one of
the attackers. As many as seventy Indians the most famous of all the American buffalo
were killed and many others, including cartridges.
Parker, were wounded. The Indians were
……………. Next month we’ll have a look at
forced to retreat.
some unusual calibres.
The result of Adobe Walls was a crushing
spiritual defeat for the Indians. It also
prompted the U.S. military to take its final
actions to crush the Indians once and for all.
Within the year, the long war between
whites and Indians in Texas would reach its
conclusion.

